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H&K GROUP, INC.’s SR422-M2C PROJECT 
CAPTURES AN EAGLE 

 
Skippack, PA – On the evening of November 4th, 2021, H&K Group, Inc. (H&K) was a Merit Award Winner at 
Associated Builder and Contractors, Inc., Eastern PA Chapter’s (ABC’s) 2021 Excellence in Construction Awards 
Gala held in Norristown, PA.  H&K received the coveted “Eagle Award” in ABC’s Best Heavy 
Construction/Sitework “$10 Million & Over” category. The final tendered amount for the project was valued at 
$32.9 Million. 
  
Known as the SR-422 Stowe Interchange Project, or ECMS #84308-SR422-M2C, this major Pennsylvania 
Department of Transportation (PennDOT) effort included reconstruction of 2.39 Miles of SR-422 including 
realignment and widening, safety improvements, storm water improvements, one bridge replacement, two 
culvert extensions and one stream relocation. The project was completed over a three-year period, with 
multiple stages completed each year. The project also included existing concrete/asphalt overlay roadway 
replacement with (82,172 SY) of Long-Life Concrete Pave (LLCP) as supplied from a Rahns Concrete Mobile 
Ready-Mix Plant. H&K formally submitted the project for entry into ABC’s Awards of Excellence Competition on 
August 20, 2021, along with many of Eastern PA’s finest contracting and construction related projects and 
participating ABC companies. 
  
H&K’s SR422-M2C project was located in West Pottsgrove Township, Montgomery County, PA and was 
originally awarded in July of 2017, with actual start of construction on August 7, 2017 and final completion on 
November 21, 2020. The project also included numerous highlights and innovations including remaining ahead 
of schedule with select rephasing due to inclement weather, PennDOT Management Staff and H&K working 
together in an efficient manner to maintain both cost, safety, and schedule, and aggressive milestone dates as 
assigned to each stage for traffic switches. PennDOT also worked with H&K to revise staging as necessary to 
remedy embankment work issues from constant inclement weather in 2018. 
  
Further information on ABC, Eastern PA Chapter or their Annual Excellence in Construction Competition can be 
obtained by calling 610.279.6666, emailing info@abceastpa.org or pointing your browser to 
www.abceastpa.org. 
  

H&K Group, Inc. provides heavy civil contracting and construction services, construction and building 
materials, and associated ancillary services through 85 operations in three states including eastern PA, NJ and 
DE. Further information on H&K Group, Inc. and its wide array of products and services may be found by 
pointing your browser to www.hkgroup.com or calling 610.584.8500.  
 
Project and event photos attached.  
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Photo of mechanical demolition/removal of an existing interchange concrete beam 
single span bridge that was part of the old/previous SR 422 highway. 

 

 
 
 

Baseline Contracting (an ABC Eastern PA member), is shown placing Long Life Concrete 
Pavement utilizing a Wirtgen SP64i concrete paver with spreader. 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 

Photo on SR 422 looking westward at start of the highway realignment, where old SR 422 was  
removed to provide an open flood plain along the Schuylkill River. 

 
 

 
 

Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of H&K Group, Inc., James T. “Jim” Haines 
and his wife Pam, participate in the festivities the evening of November 4th.   

 
 
 
 

 

 
 



 
 
 

 
 

Tony Leotta, Project Manager with H&K Group, Inc.’s (H&K’s) SR422-M2C 
Project Team holds the coveted Eagle award with fellow Project Manager, 

Tim Hendricks (right) and H&K Structures Division Foreman, Brian Heller (left). 
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